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SKYMAPPER
Now in full operation, the SkyMapper Telescope is a 1.3m wide-field
robotic optical telescope located at Siding Spring Observatory in southeastern Australia. SkyMapper is performing a digital Southern Sky
Survey in six filters (uvgriz). In non-survey time, the SkyMapper
Supernova Search is focussed on transient science, in particular
Type Ia supernovae. It searches ~1000 deg2 per night with a cadence
of 3-4 days. The subtraction pipeline (Scalzo et al. 2016, in prep)
detects interesting candidates, which are flagged by a machine-learning
classifier. These are confirmed by visual inspection and followed up.

Fig 1: Thumbnails of SN Ia discovered by SkyMapper
(L-R: new; reference; subtracted)

To date SkyMapper has discovered over 20 spectroscopically confirmed
supernovae including 17 Type Ia, the superluminous supernova SN
2013hx (Nicholl et al. 2015) and the peculiar Type IIn SN 2015J with a
triple-peaked light curve (Yuan et al. 2016, in prep).

Fig 2: distribution of spectroscopic follow-up targets
in AWSNAP DR1 (Childress et al. 2016)

SCIENCE GOALS
SkyMapper is expected to discover 50-100 SNe Ia
at redshift z < 0.1 per year, with photometry in
four colours (vgri). Follow-up spectroscopy
(AWSNAP; Childress et al. 2016) occurs on WiFeS
(Wide Field Spectrograph on ANU 2.3m Telescope)
now via a ToO program, and is supplemented by
PESSTO and LCOGT observations.
We are continually improving search operations to
deliver quality SN Ia lightcurves, with pre-maximum
observations, short cadence and multiple colours,
with the aim of reducing uncertainties in SN Ia
parameters. This data set will be valuable as a high
quality, uniformly observed and reduced, and
non-targeted sample of low-redshift SNe Ia.
The SkyMapper SN Ia sample will supplement higherredshift samples (e.g. Dark Energy Survey) to
constrain dark energy, and allow peculiar velocities
studies in the local universe.

Fig 3: lightcurve and spectra of SN2013hx, a
superluminous SN discovered by SkyMapper

Fig 4: lightcurve of SN 2015J, a Type IIn discovered with
SkyMapper with a peculiar triple-peaked light curve
(Yuan et al. 2016, in prep)

OTHER TRANSIENTS
Aside from SNe Ia, the SkyMapper Transient Survey will discover and
follow up core collapse SNe and other transients. We have a program
to search for optical counterparts to interesting astrophysical
transients which include Fast Radio Bursts, Gravitational Waves,
other fast transients (e.g. discovered by the Deeper Wider Faster
program). SkyMapper also shadows the Kepler K2 fields to
supplement the Kepler Extra-Galactic Survey. To constrain local SN
rates, we aim for complete spectroscopic follow-up of candidates
discovered by SkyMapper at r < 19.
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Background image: SkyMapper telescope.
Credit: George Zhou, CfA Harvard)
Fig 5: lightcurve of SN Ia SMT16alz discovered by SkyMapper with vgri photometry.
Observed photometry points are plotted with the SALT2 fit lightcurves.

